Abstract. HST ultra-violet and ground-based optical spectroscopy are presented for DI 1388, an early-type star in the Magellanic Bridge. These data have been supplemented with H I radio mapping of its environment. The spectroscopy shows interstellar components at LSR velocities of 0, 90 and 200 km s-l -corresponding to the local ISM, a high velocity cloud and the Magellanic Bridge ISM, respectively. The last is the first absorption line detection of this material and shows the presence of both low (e.g., N I) and high (Si IV) ionization material. Further optical and HST UV observations of DI 1338 and another Bridge star, DGIK 975, are scheduled to investigate the chemical homogeneity and star formation history of the Bridge.
Introduction
The Magellanic Bridge probably originated some 200 Myr ago as a result of a tidal interaction during an LMC/SMC close approach, which resulted in material being pulled from the wing of the SMC. Detailed studies of the interstellar lines towards stars in the Bridge should give valuable information on its composition and origin.
Previously, we have obtained AAT spectra for five B-type stars in the Bridge (Hambly et al. 1994; Rolleston et al. 1998) . Although these were principally used to measure stellar features, they also provided the first detection of interstellar absorption lines from the Bridge gas. Here we present HST UV spectroscopy 
Discussion
HST observations of a second Bridge star, DGIK 975, will be obtained next year, while AAT time has been allocated to re-observe both stars at high resolution and SIN. Our optical, UV, and new single-dish radio data will be combined to determine accurate physical parameters for the Bridge interstellar gas, including:
• Bridge origin from chemical composition: The Bridge composition should reflect that of the SMC. We will compare our Bridge abundances with those found in both the LMC and SMC and in the Magellanic Stream to investigate the proposition that both the Stream and Bridge originated from the same material.
• Star formation in the Bridge: Although the Bridge is believed to be approximately 200 Myr old, our B-type targets have ages of ::; 20 Myr. Hence star formation is still occurring in the Bridge. Given its very low H I column density, the mechanism is probably different from that operating in galactic disks. It has been suggested that collisions between cloudlets within HVCs in the halo of our Galaxy leads to star formation. Given that the H I densities inferred for the Bridge and the HVCs are similar, such a formation mechanism may be operating in the Bridge. We therefore intend to compare our Bridge results with those found for halo sightlines.
